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[1] Simulations from eleven coupled chemistry-climate models (CCMs) employing
nearly identical forcings have been used to project the evolution of stratospheric ozone
throughout the 21st century. The model-to-model agreement in projected temperature
trends is good, and all CCMs predict continued, global mean cooling of the stratosphere
over the next 5 decades, increasing from around 0.25 K/decade at 50 hPa to around 1 K/
decade at 1 hPa under the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Special
Report on Emissions Scenarios (SRES) A1B scenario. In general, the simulated ozone
evolution is mainly determined by decreases in halogen concentrations and continued
cooling of the global stratosphere due to increases in greenhouse gases (GHGs). Column
ozone is projected to increase as stratospheric halogen concentrations return to 1980s
levels. Because of ozone increases in the middle and upper stratosphere due to GHG-
induced cooling, total ozone averaged over midlatitudes, outside the polar regions, and
globally, is projected to increase to 1980 values between 2035 and 2050 and before lower-
stratospheric halogen amounts decrease to 1980 values. In the polar regions the CCMs
simulate small temperature trends in the first and second half of the 21st century in
midwinter. Differences in stratospheric inorganic chlorine (Cly) among the CCMs are key
to diagnosing the intermodel differences in simulated ozone recovery, in particular in the
Antarctic. It is found that there are substantial quantitative differences in the simulated Cly,
with the October mean Antarctic Cly peak value varying from less than 2 ppb to over
3.5 ppb in the CCMs, and the date at which the Cly returns to 1980 values varying from
before 2030 to after 2050. There is a similar variation in the timing of recovery of Antarctic
springtime column ozone back to 1980 values. As most models underestimate peak Cly near
2000, ozone recovery in the Antarctic could occur even later, between 2060 and 2070. In
the Arctic the column ozone increase in spring does not follow halogen decreases as
closely as in the Antarctic, reaching 1980 values before Arctic halogen amounts decrease
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to 1980 values and before the Antarctic. None of the CCMs predict future large decreases
in the Arctic column ozone. By 2100, total column ozone is projected to be substantially
above 1980 values in all regions except in the tropics.
Citation: Eyring, V., et al. (2007), Multimodel projections of stratospheric ozone in the 21st century, J. Geophys. Res., 112, D16303,
doi:10.1029/2006JD008332.
1. Introduction
[2] The stratospheric ozone layer has been depleted by
anthropogenic emissions of halogenated species since the
1980s. Observations show that tropospheric halogen load-
ing is now decreasing [Montzka et al., 2003], which reflects
the controls of ozone-depleting substances (ODSs) by the
Montreal Protocol and its Amendments and Adjustments.
Ozone is expected to continue to respond to these changes
in ODSs but the timing and sensitivity of the response will
depend on other changes in the atmosphere. Atmospheric
concentrations of greenhouse gases (GHGs) have also
increased and are expected to further increase in the future
[IPCC, 2000] with consequences for the ozone layer. As a
result of climate change, it is unlikely that the ozone layer
will return to precisely its pre-1980 unperturbed state when
the abundance of halogens returns to background levels.
Furthermore, climate change complicates the attribution of
ozone recovery to the decline of halogenated species.
[3] For these reasons, there is considerable interest in the
interaction between ozone recovery and climate change
through the rest of this century. To predict the future
evolution of stratospheric ozone and attribute its behavior
to the different forcings, models are required that can
adequately represent both the chemistry of the ozone layer
and the dynamics and energetics of the atmosphere, as well
as their natural variability. Such models, known as coupled
chemistry-climate models (CCMs), are three-dimensional
atmospheric circulation models with fully coupled chemis-
try, i.e., where chemical reactions drive changes in atmo-
spheric composition which in turn change the atmospheric
radiative balance and hence dynamics. While the first
CCMs were introduced approximately 15 years ago, it is
only in the last decade that they have emerged as tools for
making ozone climate projections [Austin et al., 2003;
WMO/UNEP, 2003, 2007].
[4] In support of the 2006 WMO/UNEP Scientific As-
sessment of Ozone Depletion [WMO/UNEP, 2007,
chapter 6], the Chemistry-Climate Model Validation activity
(CCMVal) for Stratospheric Processes and their Role in
Climate (SPARC) project [Eyring et al., 2005a, 2005b]
proposed reference simulations for the past and for the
future, to encourage consistency of anthropogenic and
natural forcings as well as experimental set up in the
CCM simulations. Confidence in CCM projections of future
changes in atmospheric composition can be gained by first
ensuring that the CCMs are able to reproduce past obser-
vations. Limitations and deficiencies in the models can be
revealed through intermodel comparisons and through com-
parisons with observations. Eyring et al. [2006] evaluated
simulations of the past from the current generation of
thirteen CCMs. The primary objective of this paper is to
examine the multimodel projections of stratospheric ozone
in the 21st century from the same CCMs. The focus is on
decadal ozone changes in three phases: (1) at the beginning
of the century (2000–2020), (2) around midcentury (2040–
2050 in extrapolar regions, 2060–2070 in polar regions),
and (3) toward the end of the century (2090–2100). At the
beginning of the century stratospheric halogen loading is
expected to start to decrease or continue to decrease, around
midcentury stratospheric halogen loading is expected to fall
below 1980 values, and by the end of the century factors
other than ODSs are expected to control stratospheric ozone
[IPCC/TEAP, 2005].
[5] The models and simulations used in this study are
described in section 2. Before examining the evolution of
ozone in the models we investigate in section 3 projected
future changes in stratospheric halogens, temperature and
water vapor, and briefly discuss how dynamical changes
and changes in total reactive nitrogen (NOy) could alter the
evolution of ozone. The multimodel projections of strato-
spheric ozone in the midlatitudes, tropics and polar regions
for the 21st century are examined in section 4. Section 5
closes with a summary and conclusions.
2. Models and Model Simulations
[6] Simulations from eleven CCMs are used to predict the
evolution of ozone through the 21st century. The partici-
pating CCMs are listed in Table 1 and are described in detail
in the cited literature.
[7] The horizontal resolution varies from 10  22.5
(ULAQ) to 2  2.5 (AMTRAC and GEOSCCM), the
location of the upper boundary from being centered at
10 hPa (E39C) to 106 hPa (WACCM), and the number
of vertical levels ranges from 26 (ULAQ) to 71 (CMAM).
The dynamics in all CCMs is determined by solving the
‘‘primitive’’ equations, except for ULAQ which is a quasi-
geostrophic model. All CCMs consider gas-phase chemistry
and heterogeneous chemistry on aerosols and on polar
stratospheric clouds (PSCs), but different PSCs, dehydra-
tion, and denitrification schemes are used. All CCMs
include feedbacks of the chemical tendencies of ozone
and H2O fields on radiation, and hence dynamics and
transport of chemical species, but the coupling of other
simulated GHGs with radiation varies among the models.
The main features as well as the characteristics of the
simulations of the past from the participating CCMs are
summarized by Eyring et al. [2006].
[8] Each of the participating CCMs provided at least one
long-term simulation where
1. The surface concentrations of the greenhouse gases
carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4), and nitrous oxide
(N2O) follow the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC) Special Report on Emissions Scenarios
(SRES) GHG scenario A1B (medium) [IPCC, 2000].
2. The surface halogens (chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs),
hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs), and halons) are pre-
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scribed according to the Ab scenario of WMO/UNEP
[2003].
3. Sea surface temperatures (SSTs) and sea ice distribu-
tions are taken, if available, from IPCC AR4 simulations
made with the coupled ocean-atmosphere models upon
which the CCMs are based. Otherwise, SSTs and sea ice
distributions are taken from a simulation with the UK Met
Office Hadley Centre coupled ocean-atmosphere model
HadGEM1 [Johns et al., 2006]. For both options the data
set is consistent with the IPCC SRES GHG scenario A1B
(medium). The one notable exception is that in ULAQ a
repeating 10-year cycle of SSTs from 2010 to 2019 was
used for all subsequent decades after 2019. Note that none
of the CCMs whose results are used in this paper was run
with a coupled ocean or sea ice, since the inclusion of
coupled chemistry already requires very large computational
resources.
[9] These simulations generally follow the specifications
of either the CCMVal reference simulation (REF2) or the
CCMVal sensitivity simulation (SCN2) [Eyring et al.,
2005b]. In REF2 only anthropogenic forcings are considered
and natural forcings such as solar variability are excluded. A
quasibiennial oscillation (QBO) is only included in the
model simulations that internally simulate the QBO. To
assess the role of natural variability, the CCMVal sensitivity
simulation, SCN2, includes a repeating solar cycle under
volcanically clean aerosol conditions. All other forcings are
as in REF2. The QBO in SCN2 is either internally forced or
assimilated [Giorgetta and Bengtsson, 1999]. The model
simulations and the forcings employed in each of the CCM
simulations are summarized in Table 1.
[10] In this study the reference simulations of the past
(REF1) are included only if they extend further back in time
than the future simulations. The future simulation starts later
than the REF1 simulation in AMTRAC (1990), in E39C,
GEOSCCM, and MAECHAM4CHEM (2000), and in
ULAQ and WACCM (1980), see Table 1. Some CCMs ran
multiple future simulations with the same boundary condi-
tions but slightly different initial conditions (AMTRAC,
E39C, and WACCM). CMAM also provided multiple future
simulations, but in contrast to all other CCMs, CMAM was
forced with different realizations of the SSTs from a simula-
tion with a coupled version of the Canadian general circula-
tion model (GCM). In general, the variability between
ensembles from a single model forced with the same SSTs
is much smaller than the intermodel differences [see also
Austin andWilson, 2006;Dameris et al., 2006]. The spread of
the CMAM ensemble, forced by different SSTs (but from the
same coupled GCM), is larger than the spread of the other
model ensembles, but with the time filtering employed here it
is still generally much smaller than the intermodel differ-
ences. Given the smaller spread among ensembles than
among models, only one ensemble member from each
CCM is used in the next sections, except for the analyses
of total column ozone anomalies in section 4, which makes
use of all simulations and all ensemble members.
3. Changes in Major Factors Affecting
Stratospheric Ozone
[11] Before examining the projected ozone evolution
from the CCMs we investigate the simulated changes inT
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quantities that influence ozone recovery. We focus here on
changes in the simulated stratospheric halogens (section 3.1),
temperature (section 3.2), and water vapor (section 3.3).
Changes in other factors that could influence ozone in the
future (e.g., stratospheric circulation, NOy) are only briefly
discussed in section 3.4.
3.1. Stratospheric Halogens
[12] From about 1980 to the mid 1990s observations
showed a negative trend in globally averaged total ozone.
It is generally accepted that an increase in stratospheric
chlorine and bromine loading was the major cause of this
trend [WMO/UNEP, 2007]. Therefore it is expected that
future halogen loading will be a major factor determining
the future evolution of ozone. The simulations used in this
study follow a common scenario for surface halogen mixing
ratios (see section 2). Nevertheless, there are differences in
the simulated timing and magnitude of stratospheric inor-
ganic chlorine (Cly) and bromine (Bry) in the CCMs, which
are discussed here.
[13] All models, except MRI (see discussion below),
show Cly in the midlatitude lower stratosphere increasing
rapidly during the 1980s and early 1990s, peaking in the
late 1990s, and decreasing at a slower rate from the early
2000s onward, see Figure 1a. The time series in Figure 1, as
well as all other time series shown in subsequent figures, are
smoothed by applying a 1:2:1 filter iteratively 30 times
(equivalent to a Gaussian filter with a 21 year 1/2 amplitude
response). The line colors and styles in all figures are the
same as those used in the CCM evaluation of Eyring et al.
[2006], and are based on comparisons of stratospheric
transport diagnostics, temperatures and Cly with observa-
tions. The CCMs shown with solid curves are those that are
in general in good agreement with the observations consid-
ered by Eyring et al. [2006]. In polar regions (Figure 1c),
the same time evolution is simulated, but compared to
midlatitudes the peak occurs slightly later in most CCMs,
consistent with around 1 year older age of air simulated in
polar regions [see Eyring et al., 2006, Figure 10]. While
there is agreement among the majority of the CCMs
concerning the shape of the Cly time evolution curve, there
are large variations in the simulated peak Cly and the date
when Cly returns to 1980 values. Peak Cly ranges from less
than 1 ppb (E39C) to 3 ppb (AMTRAC) in midlatitudes and
from 1 ppb (SOCOL) to over 3.5 ppb (AMTRAC) in polar
regions (Cly at 80N in March in the CCMs looks similar to
the Cly at 80S in October). Disregarding the results from
MRI, the date Cly returns to 1980 values (Figures 1b and
1d) ranges from around 2035 (CMAM, SOCOL, and
WACCM) to 2050 (AMTRAC and ULAQ) in midlati-
tudes and from before 2040 (SOCOL) to around 2060
(AMTRAC) in polar regions. In general, CCMs with lower
peak Cly values predict Cly to decrease to pre-1980 values
earlier than CCMs with higher peak values in the polar
regions. This later return to 1980 for higher peak values is
consistent with the theoretical calculations of equivalent
effective stratospheric chlorine (EESC) by Newman et al.
[2006], where the recovery date is later for larger peak
values. Given the large range of simulated Cly, and expected
close link between Cly and ozone, an important question is
which Cly simulations are most realistic. The symbols in
Figure 1a are from an analysis of spaceborne measurements
of inorganic chlorine (D. Lary et al., Variations in strato-
spheric inorganic chlorine between 1991 and 2006, submit-
ted to Geophysical Research Letters, 2007). The symbols in
Figure 1c show estimates of Cly in the Antarctic lower
stratosphere in spring from measurements from the Upper
Atmospheric Research Satellite (UARS) satellite in 1992
and the Aura satellite in 2005, yielding values around 3 ppb
[Douglass et al., 1995; Santee et al., 1996] and around
3.3 ppb [WMO/UNEP, 2007, Figures 4–8], respectively. As
discussed by Eyring et al. [2006], the polar observations
indicate that the majority of the models underestimate
Southern Hemisphere polar Cly and that in several CCMs
the peak Cly at 80S is around or less than 2.5 ppb. This is
most severe in E39C and SOCOL, which simulate spring-
time peak Cly of less than 1.5 ppb over Antarctica, which is
clearly unrealistic. In midlatitudes, there is still a tendency
for CCMs to underestimate Cly, although two CCMs
(AMTRAC and MRI) overestimate Cly.
[14] The differences in simulated Cly, which are largest in
the polar lower stratosphere, were shown by Eyring et al.
[2006] to be primarily related to transport differences.
However, transport differences do not explain all of the
differences in Cly. The UMSLIMCAT run, which shows a
slightly different time evolution of Cly than most CCMs,
had not fully spun up by 1980 and did not capture the
correct stratospheric lag compared to the troposphere until
around 1985. In AMTRAC, the Cly production rates are
parameterized according to the age of air and the tropo-
spheric source molecules as a function of time. The param-
eterization was designed to simulate correct values of Cly in
the upper stratosphere, but has in practice led to far too
much Cly in the lower and middle stratosphere away from
the polar regions, see for example Figures 1a and 1c.
[15] As mentioned above, the evolution of Cly in the
21st century in MRI is very different from that of the other
models, and the peak Cly does not occur until after 2015. The
total chlorine Cltot (sum of inorganic and organic) in this
model also does not peak until around 2015, and the time lag
from the tropospheric total chlorine is around 15 years (not
shown). The very slow Cly increase in MRI comes from the
combined effect of the diffusive nature of the transport scheme
and a weak Brewer-Dobson circulation. The continued in-
crease of Cly and Cltot is unrealistic, as observations show
upper stratospheric Cltot has peaked and is currently decreas-
ing [Anderson et al., 2000;Waugh et al., 2001; Froidevaux et
al., 2006]. This causes us to place low confidence in the long-
term ozone projections given by the MRI simulation.
[16] The above discussion has focused on the simulated
Cly, but it is also important to consider Bry. Although the
concentration of Bry is much less than Cly, the bromine
catalytic cycles involved in ozone loss are more efficient
than those of chlorine. To account for this, the Bry contri-
bution is usually scaled by a factor a (which is between 50
and 70, WMO/UNEP [2007]), and the combined impact of
chlorine and bromine is represented by Cly + aBry, which
we refer to as ‘‘equivalent stratospheric chlorine’’ or
‘‘ESC’’. ESC differs from EESC as it is calculated from
stratospheric concentrations of Cly and Bry, whereas EESC
is based on tropospheric concentrations of source gases and
age of air considerations. The simulated variation of ESC,
calculated with a = 60, relative to its 1980 value in the
Antarctic lower stratosphere is shown in Figure 1e. The
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number of models shown in Figure 1e is less than in
Figures 1a–1d as Bry was not included in E39C and
MAECHAM4CHEM and was not archived in others. In
CMAM the abundance of tropospheric halons is fixed with
time, and Bry used in the ESC calculation is a decadal mean
(2009–2019) to account for interannual variability in the
transport into the polar lower stratosphere. In SOCOL Br
has not been archived and was not included in the calcula-
tion of Bry. The evolution of ESC closely resembles the
variation of Cly although the date that ESC returns to its
Figure 1. Zonal mean values of total inorganic chlorine (Cly in ppb) at 50 hPa for (a) annual mean 35–
60N and (c) October at 80S. (b and d) Difference in Cly from that in 1980. (e) Difference in equivalent
stratospheric chlorine (ESC) (Cly + 60Bry) from that in 1980. Solid and dashed curves show smoothed
data derived by applying a 1:2:1 filter iteratively 30 times. Symbols in Figures 1a and 1c show
observational estimates of Cly; see text for details.
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1980 value is later than that for Cly by 5–10 years, because
of the slow decay of source halons. However, conclusions
regarding intermodel variations in Cly also apply for ESC.
[17] The differences in the simulated timing and peak of
Cly or ESC in the CCM simulations discussed above are
expected to cause differences in the ozone projections. This
is further discussed in section 4.
3.2. Temperatures
[18] In addition to stratospheric halogen concentrations,
changes in stratospheric temperatures are expected to
have a large impact on the future evolution and recovery
of stratospheric ozone. Ozone loss depends on the rate of
chemical reactions and the formation of PSCs, both of
which depend on temperature. The CCMs examined here
are able to reproduce the observed long-term global mean
lower-stratospheric temperature trend resulting from GHG
increases and stratospheric ozone depletion over the last 2
decades [Eyring et al., 2006]. All CCMs, except MRI,
reproduce the stronger cooling trend in the Southern Hemi-
sphere high latitudes compared to the north, which is
expected because of the larger Southern Hemisphere polar
ozone loss in spring. This gives us some confidence that the
temperature feedback from changes in GHGs, and the ozone
radiative dynamical feedback, are well captured in the
CCMs and suggests that CCMs are suitable tools for
projecting stratospheric temperatures under a given GHG
and halogen emission scenario, which is a prerequisite for
predicting ozone.
[19] All of the eight CCMs that ran at least through 2050
show stratospheric global cooling in the periods 1980 to
2000 and 2000 to 2049 (Figure 2). For each CCM, the
annual average temperature is averaged over the particular
region and a linear trend in K/decade is computed at each
Figure 2. Vertical distribution of annual mean global (90S to 90N, top row) and tropical (25S to
25N, bottom row) temperature trends from 1980 to 1999 (left) and 2000 to 2049 (right) from the eight
chemistry-climate models (CCMs) that were run at least through 2050.
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pressure level from the unsmoothed model data. An increase
in the concentrations of GHGs, in particular CO2, as
assumed in the simulations presented here, is expected to
cool the middle atmosphere, with a maximum cooling
around the stratopause [Jonsson et al., 2004; Sigmond et
al., 2004; Schmidt et al., 2006; Fomichev et al., 2007].
Consistently, in the stratosphere all CCMs show a cooling
trend between 2000 and 2049, which increases with altitude
up to 1 K/decade above 1 hPa. A comparison of the past
(1980–1999; Figure 2, left) and future (2000–2049;
Figure 2, right) temperature trends shows similar results at
around 20 hPa. However, both in the upper and lower
stratosphere the cooling is significantly larger between 1980
and 1999 compared to the period between 2000 and 2049.
[20] Between 2000 and 2049, all CCMs show a warming
in the troposphere due to GHG increases, with the exception
of the ULAQ model. The cooling in the ULAQ model in the
troposphere may be due to at least two factors: (1) After
2019 a repeating 10 year cycle that uses the values from
2010 to 2019 for all subsequent decades has been used for
SSTs, which underestimates the surface warming in the
ULAQ simulation between 2020 and 2050, and (2) the
convective heating in ULAQ may be insufficient to link
the surface warming to the free troposphere. In all other
CCMs the largest warming is found in the middle to upper
troposphere, in general agreement with coupled atmospheric-
ocean climate models [Cordero and de Forster, 2006].
[21] Global temperatures at 50 hPa decrease further until
2100 because of continuous GHG increases in the simu-
lations (Figure 3). The temperature anomalies are calculated
by subtracting a 2000–2010 annual cycle average. Linear
temperature trends in K/decade are calculated for each
model using data between 2000 and the end of the particular
model simulation (Table 2). In addition, Table 3 shows
temperature trends for two different periods (2000–2049
and 2050–2099) for three different latitude bands (60N–
90N; 60S–90S; 90N–90S). The statistical significance
of the trend being nonzero is evaluated at the 95% confi-
dence level, where a lag-1 autocorrelation is used to account
for the nonindependence of the residual values about the
Figure 3. Modeled time series of monthly mean temperature anomalies at 50 hPa from the CCMs.
Temperature anomalies are calculated with respect to a mean reference period between 2000 and 2010
using 2-month averages for January to February in the polar Northern Hemisphere (60–90N, top),
August to September in the polar Southern Hemisphere (60–90S, middle), and annual averages for the
global anomalies (bottom). Time series have been smoothed as in Figure 1. Error bars denote plus or
minus 2 standard deviations of the individual years from the smoothed curve.
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trend line. The simulated global temperature trends are all
statistically significant over the first and second half of the
21st century. The eight CCMs that ran at least through 2050
show an average global cooling trend of 0.24 K/decade
during the period 2000–2049, and the three CCMs that
ran through 2100 show an average global cooling trend of
0.15 K/decade during the period 2050–2099. However, this
should not be interpreted as a slow down of the cooling
trend in the second half of the century, because only two out
of the three CCMs that ran through 2100 simulate a smaller
cooling trend in the second half of the century than in the
first, but one CCM simulates a larger cooling trend (see
Table 3).
[22] In the polar regions, 2-month averages for January
to February in the Northern Hemisphere and for August to
September in the Southern Hemisphere are examined to
look at temperature changes due to GHG increases before
the ozone depletion season. In the Northern Hemisphere
polar region (60N–90N) at 50 hPa, the model temperature
anomalies generally range between ±4 K and are dominated
by interannual variability. There are no consistent temper-
ature trends at 50 hPa among the CCMs, with some of the
trends being positive and others negative (see also Tables 2
and 3). During 2000–2049 only one out of the eight model
simulations (ULAQ) and during the period 2050–2099
none of the three simulations shows a statistically signifi-
cant trend. In the Southern Hemisphere polar region (60S–
90S), the interannual variability of ±3 K is smaller than in
the Northern Hemisphere. During the first part of the
century, all CCMs simulate a cooling (on average 0.27 K/
decade), but in only one out of the eight model simulations
(CMAM) is this cooling trend statistically significant. The
three CCMs that ran through 2100 show an average cooling
trend of 0.05 K/decade in the period 2050–2100, but none
of these trends are statistically significant.
[23] Global annual mean cooling trends of around 1 K/
decade over the period 2000 to 2050 in the upper strato-
sphere and of around 0.25 K/decade in the lower extra-polar
stratosphere (Figure 2) due to increasing GHGs are
expected to slow down gas-phase ozone loss cycles and
increase ozone in these regions [e.g., Haigh and Pyle, 1982;
Rosenfield et al., 2002; Jonsson et al., 2004]. In contrast, a
decrease in temperature in the polar lower stratosphere
increases the likelihood of the formation of PSCs and, given
Table 2. Decadal Linear Temperature and Water Vapor Trends at 50 hPa in Different Regions for Each CCM Using Data Between 2000
and the End of the Particular Model Simulationa
Model Trend Period
Polar NH (60–90N) Polar SH (60–90S) Global (90S–90N)
Temperature,
K/decade
H2O,
ppmv/decade
Temperature,
K/decade
H2O,
ppmv/decade
Temperature,
K/decade
H2O,
ppmv/decade
AMTRAC 2000–2099 0.035 0.11* 0.08 0.074* 0.15* 0.090*
CCSRNIES 2000–2049 0.15 0.08* 0.18 0.057* 0.31* 0.063*
CMAM 2000–2099 0.23 0.054* 0.30* 0.059* 0.24* 0.055*
E39C 2000–2019 2.2 0.11 0.20 0.036 0.25* 0.14
GEOSCCM 2000–2099 0.21 0.072* 0.043 0.041* 0.16* 0.057*
MAECHAM4CHEM 2000–2019 0.37 0.051 1.1 0.034 0.29* 0.058
MRI 2000–2049 1.3 0.043* 0.24 0.028* 0.17* 0.036*
SOCOL 2000–2049 0.015 0.29* 0.21 0.16* 0.27* 0.22*
ULAQ 2000–2049 0.52* 0.14* 0.18 0.076* 0.29* 0.14*
UMSLIMCAT 2000–2019 0.93 0.004 0.67 0.045 0.15* 0.025
WACCM 2000–2049 0.18 0.11* 0.51 0.052* 0.26* 0.061*
aIn the polar regions the temperature trends are calculated using 2 month averages between January and February in the Northern Hemisphere (NH)
(60–90N), and August to September in the Southern Hemisphere (SH) (60–90S). Polar water vapor trends are calculated using 2 month averages
between November and December in the Northern Hemisphere, and May to June in the Southern Hemisphere. Annual averages are used for the global
trends. Trend values are labeled with an asterisk if they are statistically significant at the 95% confidence level.
Table 3. Model-Calculated Linear Temperature Trends at 50 hPa From 2000 to 2049 and 2050 to 2099 in K/decade for the CCMs That at
Least Ran Through 2050 and a Multimodel Average in Different Regionsa
Model
Polar NH (60–90N)
January and February
Polar SH (60–90S)
August to September
Global (90S–90N)
Annual Mean
2000–2049 2050–2099 2000–2049 2050–2099 2000–2049 2050–2099
AMTRAC 0.055 0.13 0.06 0.150 0.20 * 0.10*
CCSRNIES 0.15 — 0.18 — 0.31* —
CMAM 0.13 0.17 0.62* 0.063 0.24* 0.19*
GEOSCCM 0.02 0.17 0.19 0.049 0.14* 0.17*
MRI 1.3 — 0.24 — 0.17* —
SOCOL 0.015 — 0.19 — 0.27* —
ULAQ 0.52* — 0.18 — 0.29* —
WACCM 0.18 — 0.51 — 0.26* —
Model Average 0.12 0.16 0.27 0.05 0.24* 0.15*
aIn the polar regions the temperature trends are calculated using 2 month averages between January and February in the Northern Hemisphere (60–
90N), and August to September in the Southern Hemisphere (60–90S). Annual averages are used for the global trends. Trend values are labeled with an
asterisk if they are statistically significant at the 95% level.
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sufficient halogen loading, increases chemical ozone loss in
the Arctic [Rex et al., 2004; Tilmes et al., 2004]. In the
Antarctic stratosphere, observations show that lower than
average temperatures increase the severity of the ozone hole
[Newman et al., 2004; Huck et al., 2005]. However, the
CCMs simulate very small temperature trends in the first
and second half of the 21st century in the polar regions in
midwinter (Table 3), so more severe ozone losses due to
further cooling of the polar lower stratosphere under the
given greenhouse gas scenario are not expected.
3.3. Water Vapor
[24] The recovery of ozone could also be affected by
changes in stratospheric water vapor [Kirk-Davidoff et al.,
1999; Dvortsov and Solomon, 2001; WMO/UNEP, 2007,
chapter 5]. An increase in water vapor would increase
hydrogen oxide (HOX), and lead to increased ozone loss
in the extrapolar lower and upper stratosphere, where HOX
dominates ozone loss [see IPCC/TEAP, 2005, Figure 1.11].
In addition to changing HOX, an increase in water vapor
would affect PSC formation and heterogeneous reactions in
the CCMs, which could lead to increased springtime polar
ozone loss [Tabazadeh et al., 2000; Stenke and Grewe,
2005; WMO/UNEP, 2007]. It is therefore important to
quantify the predicted change in water vapor from the
CCMs.
[25] All CCMs (with the exception of ULAQ) show an
increase in global and tropical annual mean lower-
stratospheric water vapor, see Figure 4. A possible reason
for a water vapor increase is a warming of the tropical
tropopause in the models. Tropical tropopause temperatures
from the models are not available for this study, but analysis
of tropical temperatures at 100 hPa shows a positive trend in
all CCMs except ULAQ (see Figure 2). In the ULAQ
simulation the future tropical temperature trend at 100 hPa
is negative rather than positive as in all other CCMs, and
consistent with this, ULAQ shows negative trends in water
vapor. Another contributor to the increase in stratospheric
Figure 4. Modeled time series of monthly mean water vapor anomalies at 50 hPa from the CCMs.
Water vapor anomalies are calculated with respect to a mean reference period between 2000 and 2010
using 2-month averages for November to December in the polar Northern Hemisphere (60–90N), May
to June in the polar Southern Hemisphere (60–90S), and annual averages for the tropical and global
anomalies. Time series have been smoothed as in Figure 1. Error bars denote plus or minus 2 standard
deviations of the individual years from the smoothed curve.
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water vapor is the prescribed increase of tropospheric
methane concentrations (tropospheric CH4 increases from
1761 ppbv in 2000 to 2399 ppbv in 2050 in the simulations)
which results in an increase in water vapor produced
by oxidation of methane. Overall, the stratospheric global
mean water vapor trends through 2049 (less than
0.063 ppmv/decade or 2%/decade in most CCMs) and
through 2099 (0.09 ppmv/decade in AMTRAC; 0.056
ppmv in CMAM and GEOSCCM) that are simulated by
the CCMs are small (Table 2). These small trends are not
expected to cause a significant delay of the recovery of the
ozone layer [Dvortsov and Solomon, 2001; Shindell, 2001]
or contribute to changes in total ozone amounts [Stenke and
Grewe, 2005]. For example, Dvortsov and Solomon [2001]
and Shindell [2001] estimated that a 10% per decade
increase of stratospheric water vapor would delay the recov-
ery of the ozone layer by about 10 to 15 years, so the 2%
per decade simulated in the current CCMs is expected to
delay recovery by only around 2–3 years.
[26] Over the polar regions changes in water vapor
are also not expected to have a large impact on ozone.
Figures 4a and 4b show the changes in polar water vapor at
the start of the winter season before dehydration occurs in the
CCMs (November to December mean in the Northern
Hemisphere and May to June mean in the Southern Hemi-
sphere). Over the Arctic two out of the eight CCMs that ran
through 2049 show an increase of 0.9 ppmv (AMTRAC) and
1.45 ppmv (SOCOL) by 2049, which could lead to an
enhancement of PSCs and thus greater ozone loss than in
the absence of the water vapor changes [Tabazadeh et al.,
2000]. However, Stenke and Grewe [2005] showed that a 1
ppmv water vapor perturbation results in only a small
percentage change in zonally averaged total column ozone
in Arctic spring. The increase in the other simulations by
2050 is smaller than 0.55 ppmv. Over Antarctica water vapor
trends are smaller than over the Arctic and are therefore also
not expected to have a large impact on ozone changes
(Table 2). In addition, in the models where the present-day
high-stratospheric halogen concentrations exceed those nec-
essary to cause total loss in the Antarctic, a change in the
chlorine activation through a change in heterogeneous effects
has very limited impact on the simulated chemical ozone loss.
3.4. Other Factors
[27] Factors other than changes in halogens, temperatures,
and water vapor could potentially change the evolution of
ozone in the 21st century. Previous studies have highlighted
the potential for changes in the stratospheric circulation
[Butchart and Scaife, 2001] and N2O [Randeniya et al.,
2002] to impact ozone recovery. We briefly discuss below
the changes in these factors in CCM simulations examined
here, but leave a detailed examination of these and other
changes for future studies.
[28] Changes in the stratospheric circulation have the
potential to change the evolution of ozone in the 21st century.
A robust result of previous modeling studies is that an
increase in GHGs leads to an increased stratospheric circu-
lation and to increased tropical vertical velocities (upwell-
ing) [Butchart and Scaife, 2001; Butchart et al., 2006]. The
increase in tropical upwelling leads to reduced transport
timescales and a decrease in the mean age of air [Austin and
Li, 2006; Garcia et al., 2007]. Several of the CCMs
examined here included an age of air tracer (AMTRAC,
CMAM, GEOSCCM, MRI, ULAQ, and WACCM). In all
except MRI the mean age of air decreases through the 21st
century, with a decrease in mean age of air in the tropical
middle stratosphere of around 0.25 years between 2000 and
2050. This implies that in these models there is an increase
in the tropical upward mass flux from the troposphere. As
pointed out by Butchart and Scaife [2001], an increase in
this upward mass flux could accelerate the removal of
chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) and the reduction of strato-
spheric Cly, which would speed up ozone recovery. How-
ever, this effect is not represented in simulations which
impose the tropospheric halogen concentrations. In contrast,
in the tropical lower stratosphere the increase in tropical
upwelling could decrease ozone in this altitude range (see
further discussion in section 4.1). A strengthening of the
Brewer-Dobson circulation might also increase polar
downwelling, which would counteract the GHG-induced
cooling of the polar stratosphere [Manzini et al., 2003].
Through the above and other mechanisms, the increased
circulation in the CCMs is likely to impact on ozone
recovery. However, the quantitative impact of the increased
tropical upwelling on ozone is still an open question that
needs to be addressed in future studies.
[29] Increases in N2O could impact the recovery of
ozone by increasing the level of NOx in the stratosphere
[Randeniya et al., 2002]. In the CCM simulations the
surface concentration of N2O, which follows IPCC SRES
GHG scenario A1B, increases by around 16% between
1980 and 2050. Over the same period the stratospheric
NOy in the CCMs generally increases by around 10% or
less (not shown). The smaller increase in NOy than in N2O
is due to temperature decreases in the upper stratosphere
[Rosenfield and Douglass, 1998]. This increase is expected
to lead to a decrease in ozone in the middle stratosphere due
to increased destruction by NOx. However, the percentage
decrease in ozone is expected to be much smaller than the
percentage NOy increase. For example, the 2D model
calculations of Randeniya et al. [2002] and Chipperfield
and Feng [2003] indicate that the maximum decrease in
midlatitude ozone due to future increases in NOy occurs
around 30 km, and that a 10% increase in NOy results in
only around a 2–3% decrease in ozone at this altitude. Thus
the increase in NOy in the CCMs is not likely to be a major
factor in the long-term evolution of ozone.
4. Projections of the Behavior of Ozone
[30] The projected ozone evolution is now examined for
the beginning of the 21st century, the middle of the century
and the end of the century. The ozone projections are
assessed in terms of area-weighted monthly total column
ozone anomalies over different latitude zones, as well as
decadal changes in vertical ozone profiles between the
2040s and the 1980s.
4.1. Global and Midlatitude Ozone
[31] In the extrapolar regions the CCMs all show ozone
losses in response to increasing ODSs in the annual
means of monthly total column ozone anomalies in the last
2 decades of the 20th century, see Figure 5. The anomalies
are calculated with respect to a 1980–1989 ‘‘detrended
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mean annual cycle’’ by using a regression model applied to
simulations over this period (for details see Eyring et al.
[2006]). As with the previous time series plots (Figures 1, 3,
and 4), these anomaly fields have been smoothed by
applying a 1:2:1 filter iteratively 30 times, and some
features near the ends of the curves are artifacts of this
smoothing. There are some notable deviations from obser-
vations [see also Eyring et al., 2006]; e.g., before 1980 three
CCMs simulate stronger than observed total ozone anoma-
lies (AMTRAC, GEOSCCM, and ULAQ) and between
1980 and 2004 two CCMs overestimate ozone trends
(AMTRAC and MRI) in all extrapolar regions, whereas
most models underestimate observed ozone trends in the
midlatitudes, in particular in the Northern Hemisphere. In
the tropics, nearly all CCMs show higher than observed
ozone trends. The variability in the CCMs, which is partly
removed by the smoothing of the time series in Figure 5,
arises from internal dynamics and variations in prescribed
Figure 5
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SSTs with time. Variability associated with the QBO and
11-year solar cycle is also included in some CCM simu-
lations (see Table 1) and contributes to the interannual and
longer time variations.
[32] The shape of the column ozone time evolution curve
in the extrapolar regions is qualitatively similar in almost all
CCMs. The lowest smoothed ozone occurs around 2000
with a broad minimum after which ozone slowly increases
(Figure 5). Averaged between 60N and 60S, total column
ozone is projected to increase in all CCMs between 2000
and 2020, with most of the increase of 1% to 2.5%
occurring after 2010. Over midlatitudes, the majority of
the models predict an increase of 1.5% to 3.5%, while over
the tropics smaller ozone increases of less than 2% are
projected by most models. The evaluation of the timing of
ozone minima is obscured by the interannual variability. If
smoothed CCM anomalies are used and, to avoid local
ozone minima caused by Pinatubo, only minima after 1996
are considered, the CCMs predict that the minimum in 60S
and 60N column ozone has already occurred (Figure 5).
[33] Although the general evolution of ozone is similar
for all the models, there is a large spread in the magnitude of
the predicted ozone anomalies. Much of this spread is due to
two CCMs (AMTRAC and MRI), which show larger than
observed ozone anomalies in the recent past and much
larger ozone anomalies until 2050 than simulated by all
other CCMs. The larger ozone anomalies in AMTRAC and
MRI are consistent with larger than observed Cly in mid-
latitudes in AMTRAC and different time evolution of Cly in
MRI (see Figure 1a and discussion in section 3.1). Differ-
ences in simulated Cly also explain some of the differences
in ozone anomalies among the remaining CCMs. For
example, E39C simulates only small trends in midlatitude
Cly in the past and over the next 2 decades (Figures 1a and
1b) and also small ozone changes, whereas MAECHAM4-
CHEM simulates a larger trend during the 1980s and 1990s
in Cly and ozone than most CCMs, which better resembles
observations (Figure 5).
[34] The simulated Cly in midlatitudes in most models
decreases to its 1980 value between 2035 and 2050
(Figure 1b). This is consistent with projections of EESC
[WMO/UNEP, 2003]. If no other factors played a role, it
would be expected that ozone would increase to its 1980
values at the same time. However, if there are changes in
temperature, transport or the abundance of other gases,
ozone may return to 1980 values earlier or later than ODSs.
All CCMs, except AMTRAC and MRI, predict midlatitude
ozone to be on average higher than 1980 values between
2040 and 2050, with increases to 1980 values generally
occurring between 2005 and 2035 over northern midlati-
tudes, and somewhat later over southern midlatitudes,
between 2025 and 2040. The earlier return of northern
midlatitude ozone to pre-1980 values is echoed in the
hemispheric differences in ozone anomalies between 2040
and 2050 (0.5 to 5% in the Northern Hemisphere and 0.5
to 3% in the Southern Hemisphere). The two exceptions to
the foregoing statements are AMTRAC and MRI which
show a slower return of ozone to 1980 values such that
ozone remains below 1980 values in 2040. The slower
return of ozone to pre-1980 values in AMTRAC and MRI is
consistent with the slower decrease of Cly to 1980 values
(Figure 1b) in these models.
[35] The recovery of total column ozone to levels higher
than would be expected from ODS concentrations alone
(i.e., ‘‘super recovery’’ of ozone to levels higher than in
1980) is a result of increases in middle and upper strato-
spheric ozone. Figure 6 shows the change in decadal
average stratospheric ozone from the 1980s to the 2040s,
and all models (except MRI) show increases in ozone in the
middle and upper stratosphere, with peak increases around
0.6–0.7 ppmv around 3–5 hPa. The increases in the middle
and upper stratosphere are primarily due to strong cooling
of the middle and upper stratosphere by increasing GHGs
(see Figure 2 and section 3.2) [e.g., Rosenfield et al., 2002;
Chipperfield and Feng, 2003; Fomichev et al., 2007].
[36] Changes in tropical total ozone differ from midlati-
tudes, and the majority of the CCMs predict total column
ozone about the same or even somewhat less than 1980 values
in 2040–2050 (Figure 5). In the vertical ozone changes this is
reflected by a small decrease in tropical lower-stratospheric
ozone from the 1980s to the 2040s in all CCMs (except in
ULAQwhere there is an increase in the lower stratosphere and
a decrease between 15–30 hPa), which is not present in the
midlatitudes (Figure 6). The decrease in lower-stratospheric
ozone in the future is likely related to future increases in
tropical upwelling (see section 3.4). A future increase in
upwelling in the tropics would bring ozone poor air from
the troposphere into the tropical lower stratosphere, thus
decreasing ozone in this altitude region. At the same time
increases in ozone in the upper stratosphere (due to cooling
and slower ozone gas phase destruction reactions) might
reduce the penetration of UV to the lower stratosphere
reducing ozone production there (a reverse of the ‘‘self-
healing’’ effect) [e.g., Rosenfield et al., 2002; Rosenfield
Figure 5. Annual mean zonal mean total column ozone anomalies from CCMs (colored lines) and from four
observational data sets (thick black line and gray shaded area show the mean and range of observed anomalies). Four
observational data sets are taken from ground-based measurements (updated from Fioletov et al. [2002]), merged satellite
data [Stolarski and Frith, 2006], the National Institute of Water and Atmospheric Research (NIWA) assimilated database
[Bodeker et al., 2005], and from Solar Backscatter Ultraviolet (SBUV, SBUV/2) retrievals (updated from Miller et al.
[2002]). Area-weighted zonal mean time series are shown for the extrapolar region (60S to 60N), the equatorial region
(25S to 25N), the northern midlatitude region (35N to 60N), and the southern midlatitude region (60S to 35S).
Observational time series have been smoothed as in Figure 1. Light gray shading between 2040 and 2050 shows the period
when stratospheric concentrations of halogens are expected to return to their 1980 values. Monthly anomalies were
calculated by subtracting a detrended mean annual cycle, calculated over the period 1980–1989, from each time series.
Annual cycle was detrended by fitting a regression model with seasonally dependent trends to the data and reconstructing
the ‘‘1980’’ mean annual cycle using the stationary components of the regression model. For further details on the method
for calculating the anomalies see Eyring et al. [2006].
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and Schoeberl, 2005]. Further analysis of CCMs is needed to
determine the relative role of these two processes.
[37] Changes in ozone after 2050 primarily reflect changes
in GHGs. In the three CCMs that ran beyond 2050, ozone
continues to slowly increase except in the tropics (see
discussion above). By the end of the 21st century the three
CCMs predict that column ozone between 60S and 60N
will be 1% to 4% above 1980 values.
4.2. Springtime Polar Ozone
[38] As in the midlatitudes, ozone in the polar regions in
spring is also expected to respond to decreases in halogen
loading and temperature changes through the 21st century.
However, some of the processes affecting ozone recovery in
the polar regions are different from those influencing
extrapolar recovery. For example, GHG-induced cooling
of the stratosphere reduces ozone destruction in extrapolar
regions, but is likely to enhance it in the polar lower
stratosphere where heterogeneous chemistry dominates, at
least while halogen loading remains high (see section 3.2).
[39] In the polar regions we consider monthly mean total
ozone anomalies of the area-weighted 60 to 90N average
in March in the Northern Hemisphere and 60 to 90S
average in October in the Southern Hemisphere. As just
Figure 6. Decadal differences in ozone profiles between the 2040s (2040–2049) and the 1980s (1980–
1989) for (a) global annual mean, (b) annual mean in the tropics, (c) annual mean in the midlatitude
Northern Hemisphere, (d)Marchmean in the polar Northern Hemisphere, and (e) October mean in the polar
Southern Hemisphere. Results are only shown for the eight CCMs that were run at least through 2050.
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1 month is shown and the interannual variability in polar
regions is larger than in extrapolar regions, the total column
ozone anomalies in polar regions are calculated by subtract-
ing the 1980 to 1984 mean from the smoothed time series.
Ideally, a longer period of pre-1980 years should be used to
define the zero line [see, e.g., Fioletov et al., 2002].
However, several model groups provided simulations that
only started in 1980 and in order to apply a common
method to all models and observations, this 5 year mean
has been chosen. The absolute change in the total ozone
anomalies shown in Figure 7, the agreement for an individual
model with observations, and the date when a model returns
to this ‘‘mean 1980’’ value are sensitive to the definition of
the zero line, but the general conclusions drawn in this section
hold. Following Austin et al. [2003] and Bodeker et al.
[2005], we examine several additional ozone depletion
indices: (1) The minimum daily total column ozone pole-
ward of 60N occurring during March–April (Arctic) and
Figure 7. (a) March Arctic (60N to 90N) total column ozone anomalies from CCMs (colored lines)
and the mean from four observational data sets (thick black line for smoothed curve and black dots for
individual years). (b) As for Figure 7a, but October Antarctic (90S to 60S) total column ozone
anomalies. Time series have been smoothed as in Figure 1 and anomalies have been calculated by
subtracting the 1980–1984 mean from the smoothed time series. Light gray shading between 2060 and
2070 shows the period when stratospheric concentrations of halogens in the polar lower stratosphere are
expected to return to their 1980 values.
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poleward of 60S occurring during September–October
(Antarctic). (2) The ozone mass deficit calculated as the
mean of daily values between September and October on
the basis of a 220 DU threshold in the Antarctic [Bodeker et
al., 2005]. (3) The maximum daily Antarctic ozone hole
area defined by the 220 DU contour that occurs between
September and October in the Antarctic.
4.2.1. Antarctic
[40] In the Antarctic (60–90S) in spring, the general
characteristics of ozone recovery are similar in all models
and similar to the CCM predictions shown by Austin et al.
[2003] and WMO/UNEP [2003]. Peak depletion occurs
around 2000, with a broad minimum followed by a slow
increase in ozone, see Figures 7, 8, and 9.
Figure 8. (a) Daily minimum Arctic total column ozone for March to April and (b) daily minimum
Antarctic total column ozone for September to October for various transient CCM simulations. Model
results are compared to values calculated from the NIWA assimilated total column ozone database
[Bodeker et al., 2005]. Time series have been smoothed as in Figure 1. Error bars denote plus or minus 1
standard deviation of the individual years from the smoothed curve. Light gray shading between 2060
and 2070 shows the period when stratospheric concentrations of halogens in the polar lower stratosphere
are expected to return to their 1980 values.
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[41] Although the general evolution is the same among
the models, there are, as in extrapolar regions, quantitative
differences among the CCMs, and between the CCMs and
observations. In agreement with observations, between
1985 and 2006 all models simulate smaller column ozone
values in October compared to their 1980–1984 mean
(Figure 7). In AMTRAC a larger than observed decrease
is simulated between 1995 and 2004, whereas other models
show ozone anomalies only about half (E39C and SOCOL)
or even less (UMSLIMCAT) than observed. There is quite a
large spread in the pre-1980 ozone column anomalies. Part
of this difference is due to the short period of 5 years
Figure 9. (a) Antarctic September to October average daily ozone mass deficit for each year from each
CCM and (b) maximum Antarctic ozone hole area between September and October. Model results are
compared to values calculated from the NIWA assimilated total column ozone database [Bodeker et al.,
2005]. Time series have been smoothed as in Figure 1. Error bars denote plus or minus 1 standard
deviation of the individual years from the smoothed curve. Gray circles show the projection from
Newman et al. [2006]. Light gray shading between 2060 and 2070 shows the period when stratospheric
concentrations of halogens in the polar lower stratosphere are expected to return to their 1980 values.
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(1980–1984) used to calculate the anomalies. The Antarctic
ozone hole at current EESC concentrations has low sensi-
tivity to moderate decreases in EESC because nearly total
loss of ozone occurs in the lowermost stratosphere inside
the ozone hole in September and October and EESC
concentrations often exceed those necessary to cause total
loss. The unusually small ozone holes in some recent years
in the observations (e.g., 2002 and 2004 [WMO/UNEP,
2007]) are related to a dynamically driven warmer Antarctic
stratosphere in these years.
[42] The changes in ozone vary among the different
ozone diagnostics between 2000 and 2020. The decrease
in the magnitude of 60–90S October total column ozone
anomalies and the increase in minimum Antarctic ozone are
relatively slow, with values remaining almost constant
between 2000 and 2010 in many models, whereas there is
a relatively fast decrease in the ozone mass deficit. This
behavior matches the differences in response between
different Antarctic ozone hole indices seen in observations
[Bodeker et al., 2005]. The minimum in smoothed 60–
90S October ozone anomalies varies between around
20 DU and 120 DU compared to observed values
around 65 DU (Figure 7b). The smoothed minimum
Antarctic ozone values in the CCMs vary between around
60 DU and 130 DU compared to observed values around
100 DU (Figure 8b), the peak smoothed ozone mass deficit
varies between 5 and 33 million tons compared to observed
values around 24 million tons (Figure 9a), while the peak
smoothed maximum Antarctic ozone hole area varies from
15 to 30 million km2 compared to 26 million km2 in the
observations. These variations highlight the deficiencies in
some of the CCMs in the simulation of the present-day
ozone hole, which are partly related to deficiencies in ability
of the models to simulate Cly or to missing bromine
chemistry. Note, however, that because both the ozone hole
area and the ozone mass deficit are based on 220 DU
thresholds, a general bias in the global mean total ozone
fields, originating from latitude and altitude regions almost
not affected by halogen chemistry, will generate a bias in
these two diagnostics (most severe in MRI, MAECHAM4-
CHEM, and E39C [see Eyring et al., 2006, Figure 15c]) and
the chemical signal cannot be properly evaluated. For
example, whereas all CCMs underestimate the maximum
ozone hole area since about 1990, SOCOL agrees best with
observations around 2000. However, SOCOL is the model
that underestimates Antarctic Cly most severely (Figure 1c)
and has a large ozone mass deficit in 1980 (Figure 9a). This
fact illustrates the complex interactions between dynamics
and chemistry that result in the production of Antarctic
ozone depletion and the need for more sophisticated metrics
of model performance to understand how models generate
ozone depletion. Possible techniques include the artificial
passive ozone tracer technique or tracer-ozone relations
[Chipperfield et al., 2005; Douglass et al., 2006; Lemmen
et al., 2006] or improved measures of the ozone mass deficit
[Huck et al., 2007].
[43] There is also a wide spread in predicted Antarctic
ozone around and after 2050 when stratospheric halogen
loading is expected to fall below 1980 values in the polar
regions. For example, in 2050 anomalies in 60–90S
ozone vary from around 20 to 20 DU and the minimum
Antarctic ozone values vary between 125 and 230 DU
(excluding MRI in both cases). For 2065 the values vary
from 0 to 50 DU and 170 to 270 DU, respectively. In each
model the dates when 60–90S October ozone anomalies
and the three different Antarctic ozone indices return to their
1980 values are similar (within 5 to 10 years), but there is a
large variation among the models in this date, varying
between 2030 and 2070. Two out of the three CCMs that
ran past 2050 predict that Antarctic ozone will be around
1980 values by the end of the century (2090–2100), but in
one CCM (GEOSCCM) column ozone is much higher.
[44] As in extrapolar regions, there is an increase in
middle and upper stratospheric ozone from the 1980s to
the 2040s in all CCMs except MRI (Figure 6e). There are,
however, very different changes in the lower stratosphere.
Lower-stratospheric ozone is lower in the 2040s than in the
1980s in some CCMs (AMTRAC, CMAM, and MRI) and
higher in others (CCSRNIES, GEOSCCM, SOCOL, and
WACCM), which results in differences in the total ozone
column anomalies in 2040–2050 (Figure 7).
[45] The difference in Cly among models appears to play
a leading role in the differences in simulated ozone hole
recovery discussed above. Comparison of Figure 1 with
Figures 7 to 9 shows that, in general, models with smaller
peak Cly and earlier return of Cly to 1980 values simulate
smaller ozone depletion and an earlier ozone hole recovery:
e.g., SOCOL and E39C have the smallest peak Cly and
early Cly recovery, whereas AMTRAC has a larger peak and
MRI a later peak Cly than observed, both showing later
recovery. Also, UMSLIMCAT, which is close to observed
Cly in terms of absolute amounts (Figure 1c), but which
simulates only small changes in Cly and ESC because of
incorrect initial conditions (Figures 1d and 1e) shows only
small ozone trends. The close relationship between Cly,
ESC, and minimum ozone is shown more clearly in
Figure 10 (as discussed in section 3.1, ESC is not available
for all models). The differences in the evolution of ozone
among models are in general reflected in Cly and ESC.
Also, for each model the evolution of minimum ozone is
similar to that of Cly and ESC, and the date when minimum
ozone returns to its 1980 value is generally similar to the
dates when Cly and ESC return to their pre-1980 values
(the horizontal lines in Figure 10 show the 1980 values of
the fields). The correspondence between Cly or ESC and
ozone in Figure 10 is, however, not exact. The minimum in
the ozone time series is flatter than in Cly or ESC for some
models (e.g., AMTRAC, CCSRNIES, and UMSLIMCAT),
which is likely due to saturation effects (i.e., complete or
near-complete ozone loss in regions where PSCs occur).
There are variations in the timing of the return of Cly, ESC,
and minimum ozone to their 1980 values. Some of these
variations are due to issues with defining the ‘‘1980’’ values
and smoothing of the ozone time series. Figure 10 also
shows some anomalous features in individual CCMs dis-
cussed earlier, for example, the unrealistically low values of
Cly but realistic ozone values in SOCOL, and the large
values of ESC in 1980 and roughly constant ozone values
from 1980 to 2020 in UMSLIMCAT.
[46] The above general agreement between Cly, ESC,
60–90S October total ozone anomalies and ozone hole
indices, together with the analysis in section 3.1, provides
some insight into possible biases in the CCMs ozone hole
predictions. As discussed in section 3.1, most models have
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polar Cly that is too low (Figure 1), and models with lower
peak Cly tend to simulate an earlier return of Cly to 1980
values. This combined with the above Cly  ozone rela-
tionship suggests that the recovery of ozone (around 2050)
may occur too early in most models, with a large underes-
timate in those models that significantly underestimate the
peak Cly (e.g., SOCOL). The one exception is AMTRAC
which simulates a realistic peak Cly, and predicts the latest
recover. We therefore might expect the date of ozone hole
Figure 10. Daily minimum total column ozone (in DU) poleward of 60S for September–October with
total inorganic chlorine (Cly in ppb) and ESC (Cly + 60Bry in ppb) at 50 hPa for October at 80S
superimposed. (a–k) Time series for the participating CCMs in alphabetical order. Triangles show
observations for Cly and minimum ozone as in Figures 1c and 8b. For minimum ozone the blue circles
show the individual years for each CCM and the solid lines show the smoothed curves as in Figure 8b.
Horizontal lines indicate the 1980 values of the plotted quantities.
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recovery to occur even later, around 2060–2070 [see also
Austin and Wilson, 2006].
[47] A recovery of Antarctic ozone after 2060 is consis-
tent with the parametric modeling study of Newman et al.
[2006]. This model uses estimates of EESC over Antarctica
and analyzed Antarctic stratospheric temperatures to predict
the evolution of the ozone hole. The gray circles in Figure
9b show the predicted ozone hole area from this parametric
model: The ozone hole area is predicted to remain constant
until around 2015, and then decrease to zero around 2068.
4.2.2. Arctic
[48] The evolution of Arctic springtime ozone is con-
trolled by the combined effects of dynamical variability and
halogen loading. Some CCMs show only little or no change
in ozone over the Arctic, whereas others do respond to
changes in halogen loading (Figures 7a and 8a). As in the
other regions, Arctic ozone in spring is predicted to increase
from 2000 to 2020. Using the smoothed minimum Arctic
ozone column or 60–90N total ozone anomalies, where
the smoothing reduces the large variability, the date of the
minimum occurs between 1997 and 2015 in nearly all of the
models. This time range is similar to that for Antarctica.
Although the timing of the minimum ozone column is
similar among the CCMs, there is a substantial variation
in the magnitude of the minimum ozone column. In the
smoothed time series the minimum varies from around
215 DU to over 300 DU, compared to around 230 DU in
the observations (see Figure 8a). This again highlights some
substantial biases in many of the models [see Eyring et al.,
2006].
[49] There is a wide range in the dates for simulated
Arctic ozone to increase to 1980 values, with the date
when smoothed 60–90N March ozone anomalies and
minimum Arctic ozone return to 1980 values varying
between around 2010 and 2045. However, all CCMs,
except MRI, show an increase of column ozone to pre-
1980 values before 2050 (Figure 7a) and increased strato-
spheric ozone in the 2040s compared to the 1980s
(Figure 6d). None of the CCMs predict future large
decreases in the Arctic column ozone.
[50] The return of ozone to pre-1980 values occurs before
the modeled Cly decreases to 1980 concentrations (simulated
Arctic Cly is very similar to the Antarctic Cly shown in
Figure 1), and the projected evolution of Arctic ozone does
not follow the evolution of halogens as closely as in the
Antarctic; that is, the spread of the projected Arctic ozone is
not strongly related to the spread in simulated Cly. Also,
Arctic ozone increases to 1980 values before Antarctic
ozone does. In some models the difference is only a few
years, but in others the difference is over 25 years. This
indicates that changes in other factors (e.g., temperature and
transport) play a significant role in determining when Arctic
ozone returns to pre-1980 values. Austin and Wilson [2006]
reported that the earlier return to pre-1980 values in the
Arctic in AMTRAC results from both an increased Brewer-
Dobson circulation and reduced gas phase ozone depletion
in a cooler stratosphere. However, it is unclear whether this
is occurring in all models. In addition, the different treat-
ment of chemistry and PSCs in the CCMs may contribute to
the differences in the evolution of column ozone. For
example, CCMs that do not include bromine chemistry
underestimate ozone loss in particular in the Arctic [e.g.,
Frieler et al., 2006]. Moreover, they will likely underesti-
mate chemical ozone loss in their long-term projections of
ozone throughout the 21st century, when stratospheric
chlorine abundances decrease and bromine species become
relatively more important [Chipperfield and Pyle, 1998;
WMO/UNEP, 2007].
[51] The three CCMs that ran past 2050 (AMTRAC,
CMAM, and GEOSCCM) all suggest that Arctic ozone in
2090 to 2100 will be substantially above 1980 values (10%
to 20%), highlighting that by the end of the century factors
other than ODSs will control stratospheric ozone in the
Arctic.
5. Summary and Conclusions
[52] In this paper projections of stratospheric ozone in the
21st century from the current generation of coupled chem-
istry-climate models (CCMs) have been examined. This
study extends the previous multimodel assessment [Austin
et al., 2003] by comparing only transient simulations with
nearly identical forcings from a larger number of CCMs.
For this purpose a set of consistent model forcings was
defined as part of the CCM Validation Activity for SPARC
(CCMVal; Eyring et al. [2005a, 2005b]). The forcings
included natural and anthropogenic emissions based on
existing scenarios, on atmospheric observations, and on
the Kyoto and Montreal Protocols and their Amendments
and Adjustments. The future simulations of the eleven
CCMs participating in this study follow the Intergovern-
mental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Special Report on
Emissions Scenarios (SRES) greenhouse gas (GHG) sce-
nario A1B [IPCC, 2000] and the surface halogens are
prescribed according to the Ab scenario of WMO/UNEP
[2003]. Only a small number of the CCMs performed
ensembles of simulations, and only one of those used
different SSTs from different realizations of the same
coupled general circulation model (GCM). However, with
the time filtering used here, the ensemble spreads were
generally much smaller than the intermodel differences.
Thus the intermodel differences can be assessed from single
simulations, without the use of ensembles.
[53] While the CCMs project similar long-term (1960–
2100) evolution in ozone, there is a wide spread in the
magnitude of past decreases in ozone and in future rates of
ozone increases. However, there is sufficient agreement
among the CCMs on the underlying causes of the ozone
changes that general conclusions can be drawn and some
confidence can be placed in their projections. In general, the
future evolution of stratospheric ozone in the CCMs is
mainly determined by decreases in halogen amounts and
continued cooling of the global stratosphere due to increases
in GHGs. The CCMs show large differences in peak Cly and
timing of when future values have returned to modeled
1980 values, which is a major cause of the differences in
simulated ozone recovery, in particular in the Antarctic. In
contrast, the model-to-model agreement in projected tem-
perature trends is good, and all CCMs predict continued,
global mean cooling of the stratosphere over the next
5 decades, increasing from around 0.25 K/decade at
50 hPa to values of around 1 K/decade at 1 hPa. The
magnitude of simulated changes in stratospheric water
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vapor and NOy suggests that they play only a minor role in
simulated ozone recovery in the CCMs.
[54] All CCMs project extrapolar (60S to 60N) total
column ozone to increase between 2000 and 2020, with
most of the increase of 1% to 2.5% occurring after 2010.
Over midlatitudes, the majority of the CCMs predict an
increase of 1.5% to 3.5% between 2000 and 2020. As a
result of ozone increases in the middle and upper strato-
sphere due to GHG-induced cooling, midlatitude, extra-
polar, and global total ozone is projected to increase to
1980 values before lower-stratospheric halogen amounts
decrease to 1980 values. Most CCMs predict northern
midlatitude ozone returning to 1980 values before southern
midlatitude ozone. After 2050 the ozone changes primarily
reflect changes in GHGs and by 2100, ozone is projected to
be above 1980 values.
[55] Simulated past ozone column changes over the
tropics (25S–25N) are small compared to other regions
but slightly overestimated compared to observations that
show essentially no changes in this region over the period
1980–2004. Between 2000 and 2020 total column ozone
increases of less than 2% are projected. The majority of the
CCMs predict ozone columns that are similar or lower than
1980 values between 2040 and 2050 as a result of small
decreases in tropical lower-stratospheric ozone. The nega-
tive trends in this region are likely related to increases in
tropical upwelling. Another possible factor might be that
increasing ozone in the upper stratosphere reduces the
penetration of UV to the lower stratosphere reducing ozone
production there (a reverse of the ‘‘self-healing’’ effect).
Two out of three CCMs that were run to 2100 predict that
tropical ozone is still below 1980 values by 2100.
[56] Maximum springtime ozone losses over the Antarc-
tic (60–90S) occur between 2000 and 2010, and total
column ozone is projected to increase by 5% to 10%
between 2000 and 2020 because of decreases of strato-
spheric halogen concentrations. In the polar lower strato-
sphere in midwinter the CCMs simulate only small cooling
trends in the first and second half of the 21st century, and
large increases of the Antarctic ozone hole due to increased
heterogeneous chemical ozone loss as a result of GHG-
induced cooling in the lower stratosphere are not projected.
Column ozone returns to 1980 values later than in midlat-
itudes because of the delay associated with transport of
stratospheric air to polar regions. In most CCMs that time is
around 2050, but as most models underestimate peak Cly,
near 2000, ozone recovery may occur even later, between
2060 and 2070.
[57] Arctic (60–90N) springtime ozone is projected to
increase by 0% to 10% between 2000 and 2020. While the
large interannual variability in projected Arctic ozone
obscures the date when the ozone turnaround due to
decreasing halogens occurs, this is projected to occur before
2020. Increase in ozone does not follow halogen decreases
as closely as in the Antarctic, reaching 1980 values before
Arctic halogen amounts decrease to 1980 values and before
the Antarctic. There is no indication of future large
decreases in the Arctic column ozone in any of the model
simulations and simulated temperature trends in the Arctic
lower stratosphere in the 21st century are small. By 2100,
Arctic ozone is projected to be substantially above 1980
values.
[58] Although most CCMs are able to reproduce impor-
tant features of past global ozone depletion and a sophisti-
cated model evaluation [Eyring et al., 2006] has guided the
assessment of the future predictions presented here, further
analysis is required to assess how well all key processes that
determine the evolution of stratospheric ozone are repre-
sented in the models. For example, further analysis is
needed to understand the causes of the differences in future
ozone projection in polar regions, and relative contribution
of differences in dynamics and chemistry. This could
include analysis of chemical ozone loss in the models,
using artificial passive ozone tracers or tracer-ozone rela-
tions [Chipperfield et al., 2005; Douglass et al., 2006;
Lemmen et al., 2006] or improved measures of the ozone
mass deficit [Huck et al., 2007]. In addition, the frequency
of occurrence of polar stratospheric clouds (PSCs) and the
partitioning of the chemical families are important diagnos-
tics to assess how well the chemistry is represented. Future
research also needs to focus on the representation of the
dynamics and variability in the CCMs. This includes the
representation of vortex barriers and the frequency and
timing of major midwinter stratospheric sudden warmings
as a basic unit of stratospheric variability [Charlton and
Polvani, 2007]. If the models have problems to simulate
correctly the size of the vortex, the breakup date of the
vortex, or the strength of the transport barrier at the edge of
the polar vortex, this will have implications on quantities
like total column ozone anomalies poleward of 60 [e.g.,
WMO/UNEP, 2007].
[59] In addition to the above, several other considerations
suggest that the ozone projections must be used with
caution. First, there are uncertainties that are directly related
to parameterized processes in the CCMs themselves. For
example, sub-grid-scale processes like gravity wave propa-
gation and breaking or convection are parameterized in a
way that is tuned to past and present conditions and
assumed to be the same in the future. There are also
uncertainties in the simulated future chemistry-climate feed-
backs [WMO/UNEP, 2007, chapter 5]. Changes in the
generation and propagation of planetary-scale waves may
affect stratospheric ozone [e.g., Stolarski et al., 2006a].
These changes and those in the sub-grid-scale momentum
deposition presumably give rise to the projected increase in
the Brewer-Dobson circulation [Butchart et al., 2006; Rind
et al., 1998; Sigmond et al., 2004]. While the increase in the
Brewer-Dobson circulation appears to be a robust feature of
climate model simulations, the rate of change of the
circulation varies substantially from one model to the next.
Finally, the projected ozone in 2100 is sensitive to future
levels of GHGs. Different scenarios of future emissions of
GHGs will, in addition to radiative effects, result in a
different chemical composition of the stratosphere through
the production of radicals which catalytically destroy ozone
[e.g., Chipperfield and Feng, 2003]. In the simulations
presented in this intercomparison, only a single GHG
scenario has been used.
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